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The decision of the UK to leave the European Union has fundamentally changed 
the outlook for the British economy. Before concerns about Brexit took over, UK 
prospects had actually been reasonably bright. That has all changed now. The 
political maelstrom that has been churned up will have significant ramifications for 
the UK (and possibly elsewhere) – we may soon have new leaders for both major 
political parties and it is not at all clear how things will look in the days, weeks, 
months, even years to come. Uncertainty in many areas is likely to dominate the 
political, economic and investment backdrop for some time yet. In the run up to the 
referendum GDP growth had slowed only modestly (Figure 1), consumer spending 
hadn’t shifted down at all (Figure 2) and reliable leading indicators suggested that 
trend or above-trend growth was more likely than not. There were still legitimate 
and understandable concerns about aspects of the UK economy – too much 
reliance on consumption, over-valued housing, large current account deficit and 
painfully slow improvements in public finances. But the economy was far more 
robust than many would have believed.

Uncertainty about the outcome of the referendum had already had a significant 
impact on sentiment and activity, especially among businesses. GDP growth slowed 
to just 0.4% in Q1, the lowest since the double-dip jitters in 2012, and surveys had 
suggested that some further weakness was to be expected. The referendum was 
recently cited as the single largest worry among UK companies, so it should come 
as no surprise that “discretionary” activity had been put on hold where possible: 
business investment fell in Q4 last year and Q1 2016, while jobs growth has slowed 
noticeably so far in 2016. Unfortunately, this looks as if it will now get worse before 
it gets better. The referendum may have resolved uncertainty about the result, but 
that is all (and even that is still being questioned in many circles). It has emphatically 
not resolved the uncertainty about the UK’s political backdrop or about the future 
relationship which the UK has with Europe. And that uncertainty could last for 
many months, years even. On its own, we consider it sufficient to push the UK back 
into a mild recession by the end of 2016. Two questions then arise, the answers to 
which will largely determine how long and how deep the downturn is: will there 
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 – Brexit fallout will dominate the UK outlook for at least the next two or three years

 – The UK economy is likely to slip into recession by the end of 2016

 – Weaker sterling will boost import prices and push inflation up more sharply

Source: FactSetSource: FactSet

Figure 1: UK quarterly GDP growth, % Figure 2: UK consumption: quarterly growth
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be second round effects on sentiment, employment and consumption? And will 
some swift and constructive progress be made on the parameters of our future 
association with the EU?

The longer the uncertainty persists, the more prolonged the period of slowdown 
or stagnation and the greater the risk of second round effects. For now, the worries 
will be focussed on investment (and business investment in particular) and big-
ticket spending by UK households. These are the areas of spending most sensitive 
to changes in sentiment and, along with inventories, are the key drivers of turning 
points in the business cycle. Business investment had already stalled (Figure 3). 
If past downturns are any guide, it will now fall steeply. Annual rates of decline 
of 10% at such times are not unusual – but from peak to trough the figure can 
easily be double that. Similarly, consumption spending on durable goods typically 
makes up only about 8-10% of total spending for UK households. But it tends 
to grow at more than double the pace of aggregate expenditure and is far more 
volatile – it can rise by 10-15% in booms and slump by 5% or more in downturns 
(Figure 4). Presumably around 52% of UK households will be happy with the 
referendum result for now. But if their optimism were to prove misplaced over 
time, and the jobs and housing markets weakened, then sentiment would shift, 
precautionary saving might rise and discretionary spending could be put on hold. 
Consumer spending is 62% of GDP. A 10% swing in the 10% durables component 
of consumption would knock 0.6% off total GDP growth, compounding the adverse 
impact of weaker investment. If belts were tightened more generally, it would only 
be worse than that.

The weaker exchange rate will help offset lower domestic demand by stimulating 
exports and encouraging import substitution. But this impact will take time to feed 
through. Any downturn or recession will also help shrink the UK’s alarming current 
account deficit which is currently running at close to 7% of GDP. Given heightened 
uncertainty about the UK’s future, we cannot be confident about our ability to 
continue to attract sufficient capital inflows to finance this gap – sterling could 
easily fall further. 

As Britain’s post-war history has shown on so many occasions, moves in the 
currency – especially large ones – have usually had inflationary (or deflationary) 
consequences. Once the referendum result became known, the pound fell by 
between 8% and 10%, including its largest one-day fall since it has freely floated. 
With imports making up around one-third of GDP, the potential impact on prices 
overall is obvious. But it will not all feed through and what does will do so only over 
time. We estimate that CPI inflation could easily be up to 0.5% points higher by the 

Source: MacrobondSource: Macrobond

Figure 3: UK business investment, YoY% Figure 4: UK household goods sales, YoY, 3m MA %
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end of this year than previously thought and 1% higher twelve months after that. 
This would give end-year rates of 1.5% and 2.5% respectively. But if sterling were 
to fall further, as we expect, then inflation will be higher than that – probably well 
above 3%. Higher inflation will put downward pressure on real incomes, just as it 
did in the 2010-13 period. During the Global Financial Crisis – when sterling fell 
by up to 30% -- CPI inflation spiked from 2% to 5% (Figure 5). The Bank is almost 
certain to “look through” such an inflation episode, but no doubt there will be 
some debate about a policy dilemma. Further out, the economic downturn and 
emergence of spare capacity will push inflation much lower again.

Finally, and as already acknowledged by Chancellor Osborne, the coming downturn 
will halt progress on fiscal consolidation. Automatic fiscal stabilisers (higher welfare 
spending, lower tax receipts) will kick in quite quickly, but an overt and deliberate 
fiscal expansion is unlikely unless the recession deepens markedly. The overall policy 
stance in the UK is set to remain stimulative for several years yet.

Source: Macrobond Source: Bloomberg, Aviva Investors

Figure 5: UK CPI inflation and exchange rate Figure 6: UK economic forecasts
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